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Is the search best for large or small systems? The search conference may be used for
nearly any size or type of system you may choose
to focus upon:
• You could place a boundary around a large multi–
billion dollar corporation, a division of it, the corporation and an alliance partner or an individual
facility within it.
• A customer business unit and a set of important
customers and suppliers could be the system
under consideration provided your purpose was
to create a new system out of the previously separate systems.
• You could place a boundary around the medicare
system in a particular state and bring together the
people with the capacity to influence the future
direction of that system.
• A group of drug companies and the EPA could
conduct participative strategic planning to influence the future of the drug approval process.
The key, again, is aligning the adaptive relationship
between the system you are focusing on and its
environment. Through the search conference you
are able to establish a system principle which will
operate between a system and its environment.
That principle looks like a set of purposes and
may be translated into a mission statement (a mission statement, however, is an oversimplification
of a required set of purposes or strategic goals).
Once you know that set of purposes your task
becomes making action plans to set up an active
adaptive relationship between that system and its
environment; making it work and keeping it adaptive over time. And you can expect as discontinuities appear that a particular strategic goal may be
added, changed or dropped to keep the adaptive
relationship aligned.
Vital pre–steps to the search conference —
Even before your enterprise is ready to begin the
search conference there will be much preparation:
• A most critical element is the selection of participants for participative planning.
• Interaction between the enterprise’s leader and
search conference managers identifies research
and data collection needs. For example: interviews with critical customers and a full range of
the enterprise’s employees on their perceptions
of the task environment are often conducted.

Using a community reference system for selecting
participants in a community search conference…
The community determines
its own members whether
it is a geopolitical, professional or issue related community. There are seven
distinct steps to locating
individuals to include in the
search conference:
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1. Research a rough
social map.
2. Decide relevant criteria:
— Known to be actively concerned about X.
— Other as relevant to X.
3. Pick a starting point in each section of the map.
4. Ask each starting point for two or three names that fit criteria.
5. Ask each of the new names to give you two or three names that fit criteria.
6. After 1, 2, or 3 iterations the same names should appear.
7. Select from the total list (cover total map — jigsaw).

• Conference managers will brief the senior manager about the process and the participants’ role.
Out of this discussion will emerge a workable
design and an understanding of who ought to participate in the conference.
• Collecting all reports, statistics, customer input,
employee insights and information about the system as it really works and expert information relevant to your enterprise and its environment.
T h e c h o i c e o f p a r t i c i p a n t s … The selection of
participants is always critical but will vary depending on the type of search conference you are running. In an organization the people who attend
the search conference are those who are paid to
take responsibility for the overall direction of the
entire organization. In other types of searches
you need to use a process called a community
reference system. 3
When those people are brought together in a
search conference, they become equals, regardless of formal status differences. The participants
are responsible for all content work and to make
the plan happen. The participants are also responsible for controlling and coordinating their own
work as a large self–managing group after the
planning process. This group will then have to
involve other organizational members whose abilities can contribute to making that future a reality.
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